Date: 8-9-2016

To: Authorized MBW Dealers & Distributors

From: MBW Technical Service Department

Subject: Part # 21198 Barrel Mounted Sprayer Guard Kit

Models Affected: BMS95

Serial Numbers: 1060100 – 1060245

We have experienced field failures of the accumulator housing on the pump. When the material being sprayed is not properly mixed, the relief and check valves become blocked and the pressure may cause a failure to the accumulator housing. To eliminate any safety hazard under this condition a 21198 guard kit must be added to the frame above the accumulator. Refer to kit for installation instructions

Do not continue using the BMS95 Barrel mounted sprayer until the 21198 Guard Kit is installed.

MBW will warranty the 21198 kit and allow 60 minutes labor installation of this kit.

Please order all parts through your normal parts supplier and follow normal warranty procedure.

If you have any questions please contact our service department at 1-800-678-5237.